
Katsh Digital ID Set To Launch A New
Biometric Technology That Bids Farewell To
Identity Credentials

Your Palm is your Password

Katsh Digital ID transforms identity

security with its biometric technology by

eliminating passwords, 2FA, and offering

unmatched identity theft protection.

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, July 15, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Katsh Digital ID,

an innovator in digital identity

protection based in Santa Monica, is

set to transform the landscape of

identity security with its new biometric

authentication technology. This

solution promises to eliminate the need for passwords, two-factor authentication, CAPTCHA and

various others,  while offering unprecedented protection against identity theft.

Our solution not only

improves security but also

offers economic

advantages. By eliminating

passwords, we reduce the

operational costs associated

with traditional credential

management.”

Eli Farhood

Introducing Hand Biometric Authentication

Katsh Digital ID has developed a unique biometric system

that can unlock an individual's identity using their palm.

This method provides a totally new level of security as it is

device agnostic and creates a user-friendly alternative to

traditional credentials. Furthermore, unlike facial

recognition, iris or fingerprints, hand biometrics are

significantly harder to replicate and require deliberate

action, enhancing both security and privacy.

A Game-Changing Solution for Identity Protection

Katsh Digital ID's technology addresses the vulnerabilities of traditional authentication methods.

Passwords and multi-factor authentication (MFA) have proven insufficient against sophisticated

cyber-attacks such as phishing, credential stuffing, and social engineering. Katsh’s hand
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Paying with you hand never been easier

biometric system offers robust

protection by completely eliminating

these vulnerabilities.

How It Works

KatshID operates seamlessly on any

smart device with a camera. It uses a

proprietary AI-driven biometric engine,

making forgery attempts extremely

costly and nearly impossible. This

patent-pending technology safeguards

biometric data from brute force

attacks, data collisions, and sophisticated forgeries like Deep Fakes and 3D models. By

combining state-of-the-art technology with hand biometrics, KatshID ensures robust security

while maintaining user privacy, offering a superior alternative to traditional face, iris and

fingerprint recognition methods.

Economic and Security Benefits

Traditional security measures are both costly and cumbersome. Businesses spend significant

amounts on password management, resets, and security audits. By adopting Katsh's biometric

authentication, companies can reduce these costs while enhancing their security posture.

Eli Farhood, CEO of Katsh Digital ID, states, “Our solution not only improves security but also

offers economic advantages. By eliminating passwords, we reduce the operational costs

associated with traditional credential management. Moreover, our technology is easy to

implement and scales effortlessly on any smart device, eliminating the hardware barriers of

many current biometric systems and making it accessible for businesses of all sizes.”

Addressing Privacy Concerns

The choice of biometrics is crucial in balancing convenience and security. While facial recognition

and fingerprints are commonly used, they are prone to replicas such as 3D printed masks and

silicone-based fingerprints. Moreover, asking people to record a video or snap a photo of their

face each time they need to verify their identity raises growing privacy concerns. Hand

biometrics offer a more secure and private alternative, requiring deliberate action and being

significantly harder to replicate.

Pioneering the Future of Digital Identity

Katsh Digital ID represents a radical advancement in digital identity protection, poised to

upgrade the industry with new standards. Integrating convenience, security, and privacy into a



single solution, it is the first of its kind. This technology not only safeguards personal and

business identities from fraudulent activities but also minimizes friction and other inherent

complexities of existing identity systems.

Global Impact

Katsh’s forward-looking approach isn't just enhancing security and user experience; it's changing

the digital landscape with profound economic and environmental benefits. By streamlining

digital interactions, Katsh enables consumers to conduct business virtually and make high-stakes

transactions with just a hand-scan from anywhere, significantly impacting society, the economy,

and climate change. It offers convenience by allowing shopping and accessing services from any

smart device, breaking geographical barriers for remote areas, and fostering trustworthy

communities. Economically, it drives sales growth, competitiveness, and cost efficiency by

eliminating physical store overheads. Environmentally, it reduces carbon footprints by

decreasing commutes and plastic card usage, and enhances energy efficiency through lower

demands for lighting, heating, and cooling. Katsh’s approach secures the digital world while

creating a more accessible, efficient, and sustainable future.

In an era marked by persistent data breaches and evolving cyber threats, innovative solutions

like Katsh Digital ID are indispensable. They promise to restore robust security and convenience

to the marketplace, addressing the pressing need for reliable digital identity protection.

About Katsh Digital ID

Katsh Digital ID is a forward-thinking company dedicated to redefining digital identity protection.

Founded by experienced entrepreneurs in 2020, Katsh aims to eliminate the risks associated

with traditional authentication methods and provide a secure, convenient, and cost-effective

solution.

For more information on Katsh Digital ID's biometric authentication technology and how it can

protect your business, tap here www.KatshID.com.

Join the Movement

Katsh Digital ID is currently running a crowdfunding campaign to bring this groundbreaking

technology to market. With emerging Generative Artificial Intelligence threats, it is the perfect

time to join the movement and invest in a future free from password-related vulnerabilities.

Cast your vote by securing your investment today and be part of the revolution in digital identity

protection. Tap the following link https://netcapital.com/companies/katshdigitalid

Eli Farhood

Katsh Digital ID
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